Implementation of the proposed method
In this section we give an example workflow using R that demonstrates the use of the proposed method. In this demonstration, an approximate version of the distance matrix between the 10 largest English cities is created. The elements of the reference sets are sampled from the area of the United Kingdom.
Loading packages and auxiliary data
We begin by loading the necessary package sp and a SpatialPolygon object that represents the boundary of Great Britain.
> library(sp) > load("GBR_adm0.RData") # loads gadm > # this file can be downloaded from > # http://biogeo.ucdavis.edu/data/gadm2/R/DEU_adm0.RData > # many other Global Admininstrative Areas available there > > crs.string<-proj4string(gadm) > print(crs.string)
[1] " +proj=longlat +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +no_defs +towgs84=0,0,0"
Loading the demonstration data
Our demonstration data is a data.frame containing the ten largest cities in England and their corresponding geographic coordinates with respect to the reference system WGS 84.
> load("cities.RData") > head(cities) To use the methods provided by the R package sp, the object cities (of type data.frame) have to be transformed into an object of type SpatialPoints. Because we want to calculate distances between these points and the reference points which will later be sampled from gadm, we have to choose the same geographic projection (which is given by crs.string). Coordinate Reference System (CRS) arguments: +proj=longlat +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +no_defs +towgs84=0,0,0
Definition of embedding parameters
We choose the embedding parameters d and k.
> d<-20 # dimension parameter > k<-5 # size of reference sets
Lipschitz embedding
Now, the Lipschitz embedding can be performed. Hereby each of the ten cities is mapped into R 20 . 
